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Introduction to Elastic Cloud
Elastic Cloud brings the power of the Elastic Stack – including Elastic Enterprise Search, Observability,
and Security – to the cloud. With Elastic Cloud (Elasticsearch Service) on Azure, you can find what
you need faster, keep mission-critical applications running smoothly, and respond to complex cyber
threats to minimize risk. As the leading data analytics platform for search-powered solutions, we help
you accelerate the results that matter.
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Benefits of Elastic Cloud on Azure
Collaboration between Elastic and Microsoft has resulted in many cloud features to help you scale
easily, save time, and reduce costs.

Azure provides you with enterprise-grade cloud infrastructure and built-in features to design and
operate mission-critical systems with confidence. Elastic Cloud provides a managed Elastic Stack
service, offering a number of cloud-focused features including autoscaling, frozen tier with
searchable snapshots, and cross cluster replication and search. Together, we put the data you need
at your fingertips, making it fast and easy to find what you are looking for.

Take advantage of the following top 5 benefits to achieve new levels of success across your
organization.

Rapid deployment
●

Deploy Elastic Cloud on Azure as a native, 1st party-like experience from Azure

●

Frictionlessly deploy the Elastic Stack on instances optimized for your use case

●

Quickly spin up a deployment in minutes on any of the 16 Elastic Cloud on Azure regions
around the world

●

Gain visibility into Elastic deployments from the Azure Portal via a single pane of glass

Exclusive integrations
●

Leverage more than 20 integrations for popular Azure services such as Azure Event Hub,
Azure Monitor, Azure Spring Cloud, Azure Virtual Machines, and Azure Storage

●

Stream Azure Platform Logs or monitor your virtual machine with just a few clicks with
Elastic’s native Azure integration
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Operational ease
●

Streamline authentication with single sign-on (SSO) between the Azure and Elastic consoles

●

Ingest Azure platform, resource, and virtual machine logs with just a few clicks

●

Monitor the health and performance of Azure environments by collecting and visualizing logs,
metrics, and traces with Elastic Observability

●

Securely connect Elastic to your services with Azure Private Link integration

Complementary technology
●

Elastic supports Microsoft technology such as Azure Event Hub, Azure Monitor, Azure Active
Directory, .NET developer SDKs, and much more

●

Enable knowledge workers to search across corporate data in Microsoft Teams, OneDrive,
SharePoint, and more with workplace search

●

Add powerful search and visualization capabilities to Azure applications, websites, and
eCommerce search

Procurement simplicity
●

Easily purchase and manage your subscriptions directly from the Azure Marketplace

●

Leverage your investment in Elastic to draw against your Microsoft Azure Consumption
Commitment (MACC) and receive one consolidated monthly bill

●

Easily monitor and analyze your Elastic spend from the billing and usage page within the
Elastic Cloud Console

Get started with Elastic Cloud on Azure
Are you ready to transform endless data into endless possibilities with Elastic’s search-powered
solutions on Microsoft Azure?

Get started today on Azure Marketplace.
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